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Abstract. With the improvement of printing technology since the 15th century,

there is a huge amount of printed documents published and distributed. These

documents are degraded by the time and require to be preprocessed before being

submitted to image indexing strategy, in order to enhance the quality of images.

This paper proposes a new pre-processing that permits to denoise these docu-

ments, by using a Aujol and Chambolle algorithm. Aujol and Chambolle algo-

rithm allows to extract meaningful components from image. In this case, we can

extract shapes, textures and noise. Some examples of specific processings applied

on each layer are illustrated in this paper.

Keywords: Historical documents, decomposition, denoising, Aujol and Cham-
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1 Introduction

With the improvement of printing technology since the 15th century, there is a huge

amount of printed documents published and distributed. At this period, the printed

book quickly becomes a regular object in the world. By 1501, there were 1000 print-

ings shops in Europe, which were at the basis of the production of 35,000 titles and 20

million copies. Since that time, most of these books have been falling into decay and

degrading. With the disappearing of these books, the knowledge of our ancestors is also

vanishing. Therefore, there are a lot of attempts to keep, organize and restore ancient

printed documents. With the better digital technology, one of the preservation meth-

ods of these old documents is digitizing. This explains the large number of digitizing

campaigns that one can find all over the world. However, digitizing documents is not

beneficial without the ability to retrieve and extract the information from them which

could be done by using techniques of document analysis and recognition. The extraction

of this kind of information requires the use of high level features extraction techniques,

which can be trongly altered if images are degraded. This paper proposes a set of con-

tributions related to the use of Aujol and Chambolle algorithm for the enhancement of

the quality of images.



2 NaviDoMass and Historical document challenges

2.1 NaviDoMass

NAVIDOMASS (Navigation into Documents Masses) is a french collaborative project.

With the collaboration of seven laboratories in France, the global objective of this

project is to build a framework to derive benefit from historical documents. It aims at

preserving and providing public accessibility to this national heritage. NAVIDOMASS

was a three-year project completed in 2010. It was established on four principles: any-

where (global access), anyone (public and multilingual), anytime and any media (acces-

sible through various channels such as world wide web, smartphone, etc.). The focus

of NAVIDOMASS was on five studies: (1) user requirement, participative design and

ground truthing, (2) document layout analysis and structure based indexing, (3) infor-

mation spotting, (4) structuring the feature space [8, 9] and (5) interactive extraction

and relevance feedback.

As a part of NAVIDOMASS project, this paper focuses on the preprocessing part,

or enhancing the graphical part of the document in order to use it in indexing. However,

the main interest of this study is based on specific graphics called drop caps and is

inspired by [14] and [16]. Even if the use case of this paper is reduced to drop caps

analysis (also called dropcaps or ornemental letters), the aim of this study is to develop

complex graphic pre-processing techniques. By complex graphic, we mean here any

graphic document which does not respect a rigourous structure, as one can find in the

domain of symbol recognition for instance.

2.2 Historical documents specificities

Historical documents are specific in many different points. The first difference between

historical and actual documents relies on the structure and the variation of structure

of these documents. Actually, when you buy a newspaper, you can usually find texts,

graphics and images. All these elements, and their spatial organization, compose the

structure of the document. In contemporary documents, this structure is generally well-

defined, can be clearly identified, and is the same for a category of document (all books

have a title, a subtitle, ...). In the case of heritage documents, the structure was specific

to each document and to each printer. An example of this heterogeneity can be observed

in Figure 1, where documents from different libraries are presented.

The second difference relies on the method used to print these documents. At the

beginning of the print technology, a machine applied a wood stamp on paper to deposit

ink. These stamps degrades themselves with time and the number of impressions. The

usury of stamps deteriorate the quality of books, texts and illustrations which create a

big quantity of variations for a same model. For example, one can see in Figure 1 that

the same image differs in different books.

From these two problems, we can see that historical documents are hard to seg-

ment and to retrieve in database. The variations of structure prevent to create a unique

treatment to compare documents and their contents. Moreover, these documents are

rich in term of information and complexity and identifying an element only by a global

description of the document is impossible.



Fig. 1. Different types of documents and variations of an image

Finally, heritage documents are subjected to the ageing, and all the marks of time

(mildew, thining of paper, ...). All these problems create a non uniform background

in which we can find the text of the back page, variation of gray-levels and differents

elements which make though the extraction and the segmentation of content of docu-

ments. In this next of this paper, we propose a new method, based on the use of the

Aujol and Chambolle algorithm, to denoise images of documents and to simplify them

by decomposing each image in different layers of information. We first work on a treat-

ment adapted to image containing principally text and in a second time images of drop

caps.

3 Grayscale decomposition model of J-F Aujol and A. Chambolle

Decomposing an image into meaningful components appears as one of major aims in

recent development in image processing. This kind of model comes from well known

ill-posed problem in image processing, the aim of which is to recover an ideal image

u, from a degraded observation f as follow: f = Au + v (with A a linear operator

representing blur and v the noise, often additive). Retrieving the original image can then

be seen as a deconvolution which is an ill-posed problem: operator A is not boundedly

invertible in H = L2(a, b) (A is compact in H).

The first goal was image restoration and denoising, but following the ideas of Yves

Meyer [11], in total variation minimization framework of L. Rudin, S. Osher and E.

Fatemi [10], image decomposition into geometrical and oscillatory (i.e texture) com-

ponent appears as useful and very interesting way for our image analysis case. Indeed,

we want to obtain the main structure of images in order to properly segment drop caps,

independently of textured parts and avoid aquisition problems like noise.

Our aim is to catch the pure geometrical component in an image independently of

texture and noise. For this, in [2], J-F. Aujol and A. Chambolle propose a decomposi-

tion model which splits a grayscale image into three components: the first one, u ∈ BV



1, containing the structure of the image, a second one, v ∈ G 2, the texture, and the

third one, w ∈ E 3, the noise. For better comprehension of differents spaces, see [1–3,

7]. One of the main advantage of this decomposition is its reversibility, as when an im-

age has been decomposed, we are able to reconstruct it, with a precision related to the

rounding errors.

This decomposition model is based on a minimization of this discretized functionnal
F :

inf
(u,v,w)∈X3

F (u, v, w) = J(u) + J∗

(

v

µ

)

+B∗

(w

λ

)

+
1

2α
‖f − u− v − w‖L2

where J(u) is the total variation related to the extraction of the geometrical component,

J∗

(

v
µ

)

, B∗
(

w
λ

)

are the Legendre-Fenchel transforms4 of respectively J and B [3] for

the extraction of texture and noise components, parameter α controls the L2 − norm

of the residual f − u− v − w and X is the discrete euclidean space R
N×N for images

of size N ×N .

For minimizing this functionnal, Chambolle’s projection algorithm is used [2]. The

Chambolle’s projection P on space λBG
5 of f is denoted PλBG

(f) and is solved by

an iterative algorithm. This algorithm starts with P 0 = 0 and for each pixel (i, j) and

at each step n+ 1 we have:

Pn+1

i,j =
Pn
i,j + τ

(

△div (Pn)− f
λ

)

i,j

1 + τ
∣

∣

∣
△div (Pn)− f

λ

∣

∣

∣

i,j

(1)

1 BV (Ω) is the subspace of functions u ∈ L1(Ω) such that the following quantity, called the

total variation of u, is finite:

J(u) = sup

{
∫

Ω

u(x)div(ξ(x))dx

}

such that ξ ∈ C1
c (Ω,R2), ||ξ||L∞(Ω) ≤ 1

2 G is the subspace introduced by Meyer for oscillating patterns. G denotes the Banach space

composed of the distributions f which can be written f = ∂1g1 + ∂2g2 = div(g) with g1 and

g2 in L∞(Ω). On G, the following norm is associated:

‖v‖G = inf{‖g‖L∞(Ω,R2)/v = div(g),

g = (g1, g2), |g(x)| =
√

(|g1|2 + |g2|2)(x)}

3 E is another dual space to model oscillating patterns.
.

B
1

1,1 is the usual homogeneous Besov

space and the dual space of
.

B
1

1,1 is the Banach space E =
.

B
∞

−1,∞
4 The Legendre-Fenchel transform of F is given by F ∗(v) = supu(〈u, v〉L2 − F (u)), where

〈., .〉L2 stands for the L2 inner product [15]
5 λBG = {f ∈ G/‖f‖G 6 λ}



In [4] a sufficient condition ensuring the convergence of this algorithm is given:

τ 6
1

8
. To solve (3), the authors propose the algorithm of figure 2.

Algorithm :

Initialization: u = v = 0

1. u and v have been previously computed, we estimate: w̃ = PδBE
(f − u− v)

2. then we compute: ṽ = PµBG
(f − u− w̃)

3. and we finally obtain: ũ = f − u− ṽ − w̃ − PλBG
(f − ṽ − w̃)

This operation is repeated until :

max(|ũ− u|, |ṽ − v|, |w̃ − w|) 6 ε

Fig. 2. Grayscale image decomposition algorithm

In [2], the authors replace PδBE
(f − u − v) by f − u − v − WST (f − u − v, δ)

where WST (f − u − v, δ) stands for the wavelet soft-thresholding of f − u − v with

threshold δ defined by :

Sδ

(

d
j
i

)

=
{d

j
i − δsign

(

d
j
i

)

if |dji | > δ

0 if |dji | 6 δ
(2)

where d
j
i is the wavelet coefficient, j the resolution and i ∈ {x, y, xy}.

The figure 3 shows the application of grayscale decomposition model of J-F Aujol and

A. Chambolle into an image.

Fig. 3. Image decomposition. From top to bottom and left to right: Texture component (v), origi-

nal noisy image (f ), noise component (w) and regular or geometrical part (u).



In the next section, the benefits of this algorithm on historical documents are presented.

4 Pre-processing for historical documents based on the Aujol and

Chambolle algorithm

In all this section , we will call ”shape layer” the image associated to the regular and

geometrical part, and ”texture layer” the texture component, obtained by the Aujol and

Chambolle algorithm.

4.1 Denoising Text

We can see in the Figure 4(a) that images of old documents are degraded and some

see through text of the back page appear. The Aujol and Chambolle algorithm is used

on old documents images to separate informations in three layers. The two first layers

(shapes and texture layers) are exposed in Figure 4(b) and in Figure 4(c).

(a) Deteriora-

tion by time

(b) Shapes’

layer

(c) Textures’

layer

(d) Dynamic

binarization

of textures’

layer

(e) Image

ameliorated

(f) Binary

image amelio-

rated

Fig. 4. A page degraded by time. The three layers extract with the Aujol and Chambolle algorithm

(a, b, c) and image ameliorated for segmentation (d, e, f)

One can see that the Aujol and Chambolle algorithm allows to distinctly separate

shapes from textures of the original image. In our specific case of literal and graphic

document, the layer associated to texture contains all the text of the back page while the

shape layer permits to reduce effect of time on the background. By reducing the number

of colours to two, one can easily isolates textures of the front from the back one. Once

we get the texture of the front page, we add it to the shape layer of the original image

to obtain the image in Figure 4(e). And finally, a classical binarization permits to obtain

the document presented in Figure 4(f) which contains all the information of the original

document with text and graphics. The new version of the document is easier to segment

in three parts : text / graphics / background and text can be recognized directly.



4.2 Simplifying Drop Caps

Images composed only of graphics, like drop caps, are very rich in information. One can

see in Figure 5 that Aujol and Chambolle algorithm simplifies the image and permits to

obtain three layers of information on which we can apply specific preprocessings. For

example, shapes’ layer permits a better and easier shapes’ extraction for recognition. In

addition, shapes obtained are cleaned, allowing us to abstain from the noise, what offers

greater robustness for segmentation and description.

(a) Original letter (b) Shapes of the orig-

inal image

(c) Textures of the

original image

(d) Noise of the origi-

nal image

Fig. 5. An example of drop cap using Aujol and Chambolle algorithm

This decomposition gives us simplified images and particularly we have worked on

shapes’ layer to extract most significant shapes like the letter or faces [6], arms, legs [5],

etc. All these elements are useful for historians to retrieve similar images by content.

Another application we have developed consisted in applying a segmentation process

on textures to extract relevant ones which correspond to important elements, like in

[12].

Furthermore, we can see that fundamental elements of drop caps are composed of

one or many shapes, mixed with one or many textured regions. A global approach, the

aim of which is to describe an image without dissociating these two kind of informa-

tion, can’t precisely describe this kind of elements and these images (main features are

dedicated to one kind of information). It becomes then necessary to separate shapes

from textures, by simplifying the image.

One solution, to simplify images, consists in using a decomposition that allows

separating different kind of elements in the image in different layers. Each layer is then

composed of elements with the same properties (only textured regions, only shapes, ...).

It is then possible to apply classical features computation adapted to the content of the

layer to get a specific description of the layer content. Finally, the global description of

the image relies on the combination of all these descriptions.

4.3 Evaluation

The evaluation of such a system is a fundamental point because it guarantees its pos-

sible usability by the users, and because it permits to have an objective regard on the



system. In the context of such a project, the implementation of an objective evaluation

device is quite difficult, because of the variability of the user requirements on the one

hand (historians researchers, netsurfers, are likely to retrieve many different informa-

tion which can be very different the one from the others), and because this filtering

stage in a preliminary process in the global indexing system. However it appears to be

important to evaluate it.

(a) Original image (b) Textures of this image

Fig. 6. An example of surimpressing

In the context of NAVIDOMASS project, considering the fundamental aspect of this

filtering stage, we propose to use signal processing evaluation criteria: the Signal Noise

Ratio (SNR). In the context of such images databases, the main difficulty is to imple-

ment a groundtruth for the evaluation of a processing. Considering this difficulty, we

decided to use a synthetic noise generator applied on a set of cleaned images, and to

evaluate the capacity of our system to remove this noise.

The protocol that we have implemented is the following one:

1. We considered a significant set of images of newspaper documents (see Figure 7).

We chose images of newspaper because they have an homogenous background, a

good contrast between text and background and no initial noise

2. We generated some additive synthetic noise on these images by using different

parameters for this additive noise

3. On each of these images, we applied Aujol and Chambolle algorithm, in order to

separate the different layers: shape, texture and noise

4. A binarization stage is applied on the texture layer in order to separate the texture

corresponding to the text layer, and the texture coming from issuing from surim-



pressing. As one can see on Figure 6, thanks to this dynamic binarization stage

([13]), all the layer issuing from the background character layer is removed

5. A combination XOR of the texture layer remaining at the issue of the stage 4, and

the shape layer is operated in order to build the filtered image

6. At the issue of this stage 5, the resulting image is the filtered image. A computation

of its SNR is operated and compared to the original image one

As one can see, this protocol has been applied on a set of document images, on which

we have applied different additive synthetic noises, with different statistics. With this

(a) Original image (b) Noised image

Fig. 7. An example of newspaper

protocol, more than 86% of the 29 images of newpapers which have been tested gave a

better SNR. The results are very satisfying, since, the removal of the noise is very effi-

cient (evaluation based on the SNR). These excellent results are validated and confirmed

by our historian experts, in terms of pre-processing for further indexing operations.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

This paper present a new method to simplify and denoise old documents images in order

to index them. This process relies on a Aujol and Chambolle algorithm which allow to

obtain three layers of information: 1) regularized one which contain shapes, 2) textures

one which contain all the oscillating elements and 3) noise one which correspond to

the original image less the two first layers. From this decomposition, one can apply

specific treatments on one or many layers. In our case, we used shapes’ and textures’

layers in two example: first one to pick out text of back page and a second one to extract

region of interest. Experimentations are promising and we will ameliorate these results



in future works. One interesting perspective that we plan to study consists in conjointly

analysing the spatial organisation of the shapes regions against the textures ones. This

analysis will permit to take into account the semantic of these complex images.
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